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Chapter 5 
Eleanor Davies and the New Jerusalem 
Amanda L. Capern 
Eleanor Davies was a great believer in historical moments. In her first work—A Warning to 
the Dragon and All His Angels of 1625—she told readers that “The Lord is at the Dore.”1 
This immanence of God made her watchful and purposeful, reading the signs in her daily life, 
counting days, weeks, and years because she believed that Christ would come again. His 
arrival had been predestined from the beginning of the world: “from the going forth of the 
Commandement, which is the beginning of the Creation to the building of the New 
Jerusalem, the second comming of Messiah, the Prince the Sonne of God, it shall be Seaven 
Weekes or Seaven Moneths.”2 For Davies, time was elastic, but history was absolute. What 
the Biblical prophets (in this case Ezekiel) said would come to pass, really would come to 
pass, but their promises were oracular; they had complete authority, but were also elusive. 
Davies accepted this. She knew that she was living in the latter days, but when it came to 
God’s final judgement, “the daye and houre knoweth no man.”3 God could not be known as 
such and what she called knowledge was a spiritual transformation that took place when “He 
powreth out his Spirit upon his hand-maidens,” like herself.4 This article uses A Warning to 
the Dragon and Davies’ works of the 1630s and 1640s to examine her theology. Broadly, it 
will argue that the pan-European Calvinism, which she shared with those Protestants who 
Patrick Collinson once called ‘the hotter sort’, or puritans, resulted in a very particular 
interpretation of history as integral to the further reformation of the British church according 
to God’s apocalyptic plan for the New Jerusalem. It will also argue that her adoption of this 
theological position was gendered in ways that have helped to obscure her thought. 
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I 
Reformation historiography has recently focused attention not only on the slow legal process 
that changed state religion – what Christopher Haigh once called ‘England’s reformations’ – 
but also on the doctrinal and ecclesiastical divisions that existed between Protestant and 
Catholic across and within the boundaries of England, Scotland and Ireland. The sometimes 
sluggish parish-level response to Protestant doctrinal confession and liturgy reflected the 
frequently partial accommodation of the new with the old in people’s religious faith in a 
reformation process that featured Protestants and Catholics actually sharing some key 
objectives, most notably the rejection of superstition. Understanding the religious dynamic of 
the British archipelago has resulted in a re-thinking of periodization and the emergence of 
rather a syncretic account of reformation and civil war, prompted by Conrad Russell’s vision 
of the collapse of the Stuart composite monarchy from 1637 and John Morrill’s proposition 
that the civil wars of the 1640s were “wars of religion.”5 Eleanor Davies’ prophetic ideas 
throw light on why the two historiographies of reformation and civil war have elided. 
 Eleanor Davies was born in 1590, just as the Protestant reformation, in England at 
least, had become more securely achieved at parish level, the last vestiges of Catholic 
worship removed, forcing English Catholics to resort to occasional conformity to hide their 
deepening commitment to post-Tridentine religion.6 One text that proved vital in collective 
conversion to Protestantism was William Perkins’ The Foundation of Christian Religion, 
which provided a scheme of practical piety that went beyond the confessional faith of The 
Thirty Nine Articles. According to Christopher Haigh “where the protestant reformation 
really succeeded, it made Perkins-style Protestants” in a culturally-dynamic process that was 
entirely reliant upon practical piety to secure change in popular worship. The key was 
assurance of election as this counteracted the seemingly ineluctable doctrines of the fall and 
sin.7 Eleanor Davies was born just when catechizing in the new Protestant credo was 
succeeding more often than it failed. Perhaps even more importantly, she moved in her early 
teens from England to Ireland, becoming a member of the embattled Protestant minority 
there, first in Ulster, which was filled with Scottish Presbyterian colonizers, and then in 
Dublin, from 1609, after becoming the wife of the attorney-general, Sir John Davies.8 
Eleanor Davies’ main biographer, Esther Cope, has said that it ‘is tempting to draw a picture 
of an isolated existence’ and of a woman who ‘turned inward’ in a way that ‘laid the 
foundations for her future prophetic career.’9 While it is impossible to know for certain, it 
does seem like that Davies was affected by her environment. Her husband was involved in 
attempted land redistribution in Ireland and was a strong supporter of rigorous discipline in 
the Church of Ireland, both strategies that were designed to combat the Catholicism that lay 
beyond the tiny area of the Pale.10 As a young woman Davies attended Sunday services that 
were vociferously anti-Catholic and informed by the catechizing that emerged from Trinity 
College in Dublin where James Ussher, the Professor of Theological Controversies, claimed 
that the Protestant church had a predestined history that would end in the thousand year reign 
of Christ and the destruction of the Church of Rome.11 Davies’ prophetic rumblings in A 
Warning to the Dragon were, then, shaped by this context. 
 Esther Cope has argued that Davies wrote “easily and often,” but she did not actually 
begin her writing career with A Warning to the Dragon until she was thirty-five years old. It 
will be argued here that the remarkable productivity commented on by Cope represented the 
systematic insertion by Davies of her voice into the Reformation politics of England after 
1625.12 Davies claimed post facto to have been suddenly inspired by the prophecies of a 
young boy with a stridulant voice. Much has been made of this explanation by her 
posthumous biographers, starting with George Ballard in the eighteenth century and 
continuing with Mary Hays in the nineteenth century, who called the pamphlet in which this 
story appeared ‘sublimely incomprehensible.”13 However, it is enlightening to consider the 
bigger picture for Davies at the time. She and her husband were living on their newly-
acquired English estate of Englefield manor in Berkshire after returning from Ireland, and he 
was desperately trying to secure a public office from the new king just at a time when English 
ecclesiastical politics were being rocked by Richard Montagu’s A New Gagge for an Olde 
Goose (1624).14 Montagu was accused of introducing Arminian or Pelagian doctrine into the 
English church, pushing the church seemingly closer to Catholicism just when the new 
Catholic queen, Henrietta Maria, was hearing Mass in her private chapel. Viewed from the 
perspective of an Anglo-Irish immigrant, the Protestant reformation seemed under attack 
from external and internal forces of evil that opened the floodgates to greater toleration of 
antichristian practices. The plague in London in 1625 was just one further sign of God’s 
anger, prompting Davies to travel with her visionary words to the royal court, which was in 
quarantine in Oxford, to present A Warning to the Dragon to George Abbot, Archbishop of 
Canterbury. Davies made no attempt to conceal her identity as the author, and she presented 
it in her maiden name – ‘Eleanor Audeley’. The name was printed backwards, symbolizing “a 
true looking-glasse” that will “open the eyes of the blinde, to bring them that sit in darkness a 
light to leade them out of the Prison-house.”15 She addressed Charles I directly by appealing 
to him to behave as his father James I had, who, in his role as Michael, “the great Prince that 
defend[ed] the Faith,” had ratified the Calvinist (and anti-Arminian) confessional doctrine of 
the Synod of Dort in 1618.16 
 The prophecy of A Warning to the Dragon was phrased analogically and was mostly 
drawn from the Book of Daniel. Davies co-opted Daniel’s wisdom, claiming thereby to have 
received it indirectly from the angel Gabriel, who conferred power from God to spread word 
of his presence and the “building of the New Jerusalem.” After her name at the end of the text 
she wrote “Reveale O Daniel,” a loose anagram and a linguistic device that revealed her own 
agency as much as the voice of the Biblical prophet. Davies also used Luke 21 as an 
important signal to her readers of her Biblical knowledge. This New Testament text was 
linked with the Book of Daniel, and the connection device enabled her to demonstrate her 
knowledge of divine purpose with the observation that Daniel’s visions brought the same 
message from God that Christ had brought to “his Servants” in the Temple. The story of the 
Temple warned the king of the wars and desolation that would follow his failure to act, but as 
a warning it was also aimed at the English clergy so that they would know from the “signs in 
sun and moon and stars...that the kingdom of God is near.” Her reference to Daniel 1:8—“but 
Daniel resolved that he would not defile himself with the king’s rich food, or with the wine 
which he drank”—could be perceived as provocative, especially as the message was that she, 
herself, was not at the tabernacle, but at “the bridegroom’s feast.”17 The opening gambit and 
meaning of A Warning to the Dragon would have been understood perfectly by Davies’ 
contemporaries. She claimed she had been woken by a dream that shaded into a vision on 28 
July 1625. This was directly from Daniel 7:1—“In the first year of Belshazzar king of 
Babylon, Daniel had a dream and visions of his head as he lay in his bed.” Belshazzar was 
central to Davies’ message because she could use the feast he held for one thousand of his 
lords as an analogy for the reign of Charles I. Indeed, Esther Cope has pointed out that 
Davies’ use of the spelling “Belchaser” at times was deliberate because the anagram of “Be 
Charles” made her meaning absolutely clear.18 The writing that appeared on the wall in the 
story of the feast (“mene, mene, tekel”), placed there by the disembodied hand, signified the 
numbered days when the seven tribes, or exactly 144,000 Saints, would be saved. In the book 
of life, sealed by Daniel until the end, were “the names of Saints that shall live for ever.” 
“Thus the hidden mystery of this enigmaticall writing is here” she said, “the secret of 
numbers to teach us to number her dayes.” The humbling and defeat of corrupt kings who 
destroyed Jerusalem would be punished. Babylon, “the mother of harlots,” the creation of that 
Babylonian king, Nebuchadnezzar, would fall.19 After the lengthy prologue, the text 
proceeded to paraphrase Daniel’s vision of the four beasts from the sea—the lion, the bear, 
the leopard, and the septi-cephalic beast of ten horns—all of which Davies identified with the 
antichrist and all of which would be destroyed by the everlasting gospel. 
 Historians have sometimes focused on Davies’ insertion of the personal into her 
political writings and gender turns this observation into a subtle signal that the reader should 
read her words as less seriously political than those of her male contemporaries. Yet in A 
Warning to the Dragon Davies spoke of her vision of Daniel to issue a highly politicized 
message to Charles I about his reign, admonishing him to take control of his clerical advisors. 
The fact that the time of judgement was at hand explained why Daniel revealed himself to her 
—the “handmaid” chosen—the spirit pouring into her mouth for the sake of “further 
reformation.” Integral to the exegetical message in A Warning to the Dragon was also the re-
visualization of the British reformation process, past, present and, crucially, future. For 
Davies, reformation history was at once temporal and sacral, the temporal involving the 
visible church and the sacral involving the church of Christ lying invisible and within its 
believers before the second coming of Christ when a union—a marriage even—took place 
between the Lamb and “the faithful scattered people shod with the everlasting ghospell [sic] 
of peace.” “Here is the body of the beast destroyed,” Davies added at this very point in her 
text, so placing antichrist in British reformation history as the heretical corruption of the 
temporal church. The antichrist was the Church of Rome: “This is Judas the Divell, the King 
of Babilon and Egypt, the raigne of Antichrist Pope of Rome...hated mortally the King of 
Rome and Italie.” The great city in three parts to which she referred was the great schism, and 
she deployed the parallel to provoke thought about current church politics. Davies’ revelation 
of the role of the temporal church contained, in addition, some very specific references to 
British reformation history. The paraphrase of Daniel chapters 8 to 12 was very close to the 
original, but she strategically inserted sections that laid out the role of the temporal 
monarchy. James I was the king of the North, or Prince Michael, the Archangel Saint, or 
“prince of the covenant,” repelling the king of the south who battled with him “with all his 
Spanish pikes.” Of the seven kingdoms spoken of in Revelation, “five are fallen down dead 
drunke,” but one had stood, and this was “the British Islands, the right Inheritance of King 
James the first.” The dragon, or antichrist, needed to be warned that the last remaining 
temporal kingdom existed literally now, ahead of the beginning of the sacral kingdom of 
Christ “and at that time shall Michael stand up, the great prince that defends the faith, Charles 
king of Great Britaine, France and Ireland, which standeth for the faithfull children of our 
nation, the Saints of the most highest.” It cannot have been a comfortable message for 
Charles I to receive, because it warned that the “little Horn” that had the eyes of a man was 
the king of the East signifying “the end of the matter of these earthly monarchies.” Charles I, 
Davies believed, stood against the antichrist with the Saints, to be counted and numbered 
along with the rest of them.20 
II 
Eleanor Davies’ debut appearance in 1625 with A Warning to the Dragon is an important 
milestone in the development of women’s theological writing. Her tactic of locating her 
subject position in reformation history was so powerful that she can be regarded as one of the 
precursors to the later female religious radicals, such as the Philadelphians, who, according to 
Sarah Apetrei, developed a form of “visionary feminism.”21 Before the civil wars, women’s 
religious activism was usually expressed as inward-looking and often familial. Their religious 
works, from Katherine Parr’s Prayers and Medytacions of 1545 onwards, had public 
purchase in the name of private piety and although the purpose might be the collective public 
good, they did not seek to lobby public authorities or chastise monarchs on their spiritual 
duties. Instead, they reflected on the death of a parent, like Rachel Speght’s Mortalities 
Memorandum of 1621, or on maternal duties and the salvation of children, like Elizabeth 
Clinton’s The Countess of Lincolne’s Nursery of 1622 and Dorothy Leigh’s The Mother’s 
Blessing of 1616. Clinton, for example, linked a woman’s assurance of being in a state of 
grace with her physical nourishment of infants; Leigh similarly was interested in securing for 
children “the right way to heaven.”22 Theirs was a puritan écriture feminine and their texts 
were so highly valued that they were commercial bestsellers.23 Davies was a contemporary, 
but she had very different authorial intentions, asserting publicly a doctrinally exact and pure 
form of Calvinism uncoupled from the altruisms of female domesticity. 
 Lying at the theological heart of A Warning to the Dragon were the narrative 
consequences of the fall and Christ’s atonement for human sin. Through this tale of 
desolation and rebirth Davies reached out to those godly Calvinists and zealous puritans 
whose thirst for further reformation could never quite be quenched. Her work featured the 
doctrine of double predestination following the lead of Theodore Beza, but she also 
systematized further through a federal or covenant theology of the kind that can be found 
running like a thread from Heinrich Bullinger onwards, mitigating the fearful consequences 
of God’s omnipotence.24 Davies actually intended her prophecy to act as a practical, if urgent, 
call to piety. Possibly influenced by the catechistical work of William Perkins, all the key 
doctrines identified with his pastoral theology can be found in A Warning to the Dragon. The 
two Lutheran planks of obedience – sola fidei (faith alone) and sola Scriptura 
(Scripture/Word alone) – were ever-present in the work. The importance of Scripture as a 
building-block of faith was implicit in the work’s one-hundred pages of Biblical commentary 
which deployed not only the books of Luke and Daniel, but also Revelation, the fourth and 
fifth books of Moses and some of the Apocrypha. “Scripture will repair the want of method,” 
Davies said. Sola fidei was inherent in the statement “there is no access but by faith.”25 The 
doctrine of the fall was linked closely to the doctrine of sin, tying sin firmly to human fault. A 
Warning to the Dragon featured beliefs in the Trinity, the salvific power of the passion and 
Christ’s atonement and eschatology.26 Although the text was one of bleak warnings about last 
things, it was also a call to conversion. Certainly there were portentous references to sin and 
the corruption of Rome (Babylon) plus the precisely-calculated message, which she left right 
to the end, that: “Last of all, the world is numberd [sic]...There is nineteen yeares and a halfe 
to the day of Judgement.” However, in closely linking Father, Son and Holy Ghost, all three 
potentially acted within the Abrahamic covenant to bring the sinner hope of salvation.27 
 Diane Watt has argued that Davies “had, for a time, some sympathy with the Calvinist 
doctrine of absolute predestination, but later in life she developed a strong belief in the 
ultimate salvation of all mankind.”28 The judgement is based on tracts such as The General 
Redemption of 1647, but Davies’ ideas in the 1640s were very much those of 1625, when she 
also emphasized the role of Christ.29 A Warning to the Dragon argued for a double 
predestination that brought eternal life to those in a state of grace and eternal death to the 
damned or, as she called them in her General Epistle, “them that are gone astray.”30 God was 
all-knowing and all-powerful so “who can tell if God will turne and repent, and turne away 
from his fierce anger, that wee goe not into Perdition.”31 However, the hope lay in the Christ-
centred nature of her prophetic message, and she locked God’s son, himself, into a doubled 
theological system. She linked Christology to the absoluteness of God’s decree: “the Lambe 
slaine by the eternal Decree purposed from the foundation of the world.”32 Christ’s death, 
then, was necessary, but Calvinist theologians struggled with the problem of how to resolve 
the universalism of his death with the unavoidable conclusion that not all sinners could be 
saved. Some theologians adopted a tactical philosophical binary, making a distinction 
between the all-embracing sufficiency of Christ’s death and its effective application only to 
the elect.33 Others looked to the doctrine of Christ’s descent into hell, to suggest that Christ 
met with, and was rejected by, the damned. The latter left a small space within which all 
believers could imagine that universal salvation actually embraced them.34 Davies opted for 
the descent to hell: Christ “tasted Death it selfe for us; so many melting trials and torments 
the innocent Lambe for a brood of Vipers whose damme is Death whose sting is Sinne.”35 
Christ’s atonement for human sin was vital, though his sacrifice brought effectual salvation 
for the elect alone, who were “washed...in his owne Blood” so that his salvation was also 
theirs.36 The fall was the fundamental starting point in this narrative of immutable salvation 
only for some. To those predestined to eternal damnation Davies repeated Biblical warnings 
that “You are impudent and disobedient Children...so are your sinnes hidden from you...you 
will know your transgression...sinking your Soules...forsaken of all, but the Divell and his 
Angells...not a drop of water remaining, of Light not a sparke.”37 Christ “gave him selfe for 
our Sinnes” when he cried “with a lowde voice, unable to conceale that passion, My God, My 
God, why hast thou forsaken mee.”38 
 Davies used double predestination as an organizing principle in her 1625 text, but her 
soteriology constantly coupled salvation of the elect to the double covenant (the first of works 
and the second of grace) so that it clearly ensured the salvation of the Saints (or God’s 
covenanted people) during the last days of final judgement. Her revelation of Christ’s 
atonement for sin stated that Christ had fulfilled the role of the second Adam. The faithful 
were brought from darkness to light “into the Land of Rest,” the second covenant, sealed 
“with the sprinckling and shedding of His Blood.”39 Her text echoed works such as Robert 
Rollock’s A Treatise of our Effectual Calling of 1599 which was driven by the idea of “the 
written Covenant of God.” Indeed, just as Rollock’s Lectures upon the History of the Passion 
of 1616 had drawn upon the Gospels, especially the books of John, closely followed by Luke, 
so too did Davies’ work in 1625.40 Covenant theology urged a further reformation that was 
militant in its quest for salvation. The armies of the godly or elect were engaged in a war with 
the devil ahead of building the New Jerusalem. Davies was a millenarian thinker with an utter 
faith in the proximity of the second coming which would usher in the subordination of the 
temporal visible church to the invisible church of Christ. The “armies of the ungodly” she 
described as “those who broke the covenant.” The godly had to avoid the temptation to 
whoredom while the chronology of God’s covenant played out. They had to expect wars, and 
fire, with floods issuing from the mouth of “the Serpent...to trie them of the holy Covenant.” 
God would “confirme his truth and Covenant,” she said, only with the Saints who were “the 
seed of Abraham,” or those whose salvation was promised by the spiritual second covenant, 
which took place after “the Sealing of the first Covenant [The Mosaic covenant of the Law or 
works], a yoake which our Fathers were not able to beare.” The second Abrahamic covenant, 
“is Spirituall, to put his Lawes in their mindes” when the children of Israel found the burden 
of the first covenant too heavy to bear.41 
 Eleanor Davies has often been portrayed as a prophet of doom, but she saw herself as 
a preacher of reform and hope. She uttered her warnings to Charles I and Archbishop Abbot 
to spur them into a reforming zeal and told her wider audience that in the sprinkling of 
Christ’s blood both covenants were sealed for an everlasting covenant and “the spirit giveth 
light to stony hearts.”42 Her very final word in A Warning to the Dragon was “And I think 
that I have also the Spirit of God.”43 In saying this she not only declared her assurance that 
she was one of God’s chosen Saints who would survive, she also sought to reassure others 
that in her (and themselves) they could detect their own salvation. She possessed, unusually, 
an unshakeable belief that she had been gifted with a special spiritual authority which 
heralded the third age in the history of salvation. According to A Warning to the Dragon, in 
this new age the temporal church would be replaced by the age of the Spirit, ending Britain’s 
reformation process by restoring the church to its ancient purity. 
III 
When Davies took A Warning to the Dragon to Archbishop Abbot she might have been 
expecting a greater sympathy for its contents.44 Abbot himself was a Calvinist who believed 
in double predestination, and Davies was only echoing the very vocal concerns about the 
dangers of Catholicism that could be found amongst the Irish and English Puritan clergy. 
Preaching before Charles I in England in 1624, James Ussher, by then Bishop of Meath and 
about to become Archbishop of Armagh, had similarly warned that the Church of Rome was 
reducing the members of the pure church to “strangers from the covenant of promise.” While 
Davies was putting her case to Abbot and the king, Ussher corresponded with like-minded 
puritans in England about how “the purity of the reformed religion [which] hath so long been 
maintained...[is now coming] into the hands of the enemy.”45 The mid-1620s context of fear 
is, therefore, the vital key that explains why Davies began to write when she did, but the other 
is the lurking presence of the confessional theology of the Church of Ireland, which had 
embedded double predestination in the Irish Articles of 1615.46 The Irish Articles stated 
plainly that: “‘by the same eternall counsel God hath predestinated some unto life and 
reprobated some unto death; of both which there is a certain number’.” Irish Protestantism 
was supralapsarian; the promise that there was in “Christ the mediator of the second 
covenant” was considered to be antecedent to the breaking of the covenant of works by 
Adam. In wording that echoed Irish confessional faith, Davies rendered the covenant of 
works redundant for the elect because Christ “endured most grievous torments immediately 
in his soule, and most painful sufferings in his body...to be a sacrifice not only for originall 
guilt, but also for our actuall transgressions.”47 Davies’ Irish Protestant confessional 
orthodoxy locates her in a pan-European Calvinist reformation that connected Dublin to 
Geneva, Amsterdam, and Edinburgh. 
 Davies and her ideas also fitted in perfectly with the English “puritan underground,” 
or that puritan reforming strand of the English reformation that revered the martyrs of Foxe’s 
Actes and Monuments and paid homage to the idea of the “holy commonwealth.” David 
Como has argued that it included women such as Ann Fenwick, whose preaching ability was 
highly praised, and he has found evidence of rousing and militant sermons that were anti-
clericalist and anti–formalist circulating in manuscript and occasionally making their way 
into anonymous publications such as Fenwick’s The Saints Legacies of 1629. If there was a 
puritan underground, there was also an identifiable theological consensus which connected it 
to members of the social and intellectual establishment, such as Samuel Hartlib, an 
international scholar who, like the Erastian John Dury, desired European cooperation for 
universal reformation. Godly reformers were very keen to encourage the circulation of ideas 
in manuscript form to bind the English godly network to the wider campaign.48 So Davies 
was not alone in her puritan activism and was not the only woman active either. Specifically 
at stake was the doctrine of double predestination which Davies made a key intellectual topos 
in A Warning to the Dragon. She had spoken of “light and darkness” and “eternal bliss.” The 
language was of militancy because the “transgressors...have shed the Blood of Saints and 
prophets.” As far as Eleanor Davies was concerned it was the Arminian heresy that was to 
blame for the idolatry and altar-worship that undermined reformation in 1625, saying “you 
have made idols and images not by my direction.” She posed the rhetorical question: “them 
that forsake the covenant...what shall become of these cursed children.” The answer came 
back from Daniel 12:1-2—when the Lord arrived, all would be separated into those who 
would enjoy “the Resurrection of Life...and those that have done evill unto the Resurrection 
of Damnation.”49 
 Eleanor Davies’ daughter, Lucy Hastings, is understood to have once said that her 
mother was “[i]n a woman’s body a man’s spirit...she not only took but ruled.” But modern 
readings of this early-modern gender inversion are a bit problematic.50 For example, Davies 
adopted, for rhetorical purposes, whatever language of authority she thought would most 
persuade her audience of the danger posed to the reformation church. Anagrams were her 
favourite literary device, though this should not be seen as peculiar to her; the anagram was 
commonly used by early–modern rhetoricians to display their intellect and learning.51 
However, Davies’ literary construction was determined by gender. She had a feminine radical 
imagination. Unlike educated male puritans who resorted to displays of classical learning—
the “road to Jerusalem...[taking a] detour through Athens”52—Davies played with language as 
an educated woman would, not by citing Cicero or Virgil, but by using the Aristotelian and 
Ramist constructions that she heard in sermons and by using the puzzles and mnemonics used 
in the intellectual exercises of sermon-recall and catechistical repetition. Her modes of 
representation reflect the gender of her pedagogy—she spoke of “A and O, alias, Da: 
[Davies] and Do: [Douglas]...Daughter of Audleigh or Oldfield.” It is obvious that she 
projected her prophetic voice, but discerning her theological voice proves problematic if it is 
judged against that of her male contemporaries. 
 Historians of historical theology look for Davies’ references to past authority while 
historians of women look for her demonstrable piety—neither succeeds totally in finding 
what they are looking for. Instead they discover that she was Alpha and Omega from the 
revelation made to John (Rev. 1:8) and that she promoted herself as a prophet who could lay 
out the history and future of the world’s time because of the completeness of her personal 
capture of God’s Word. Luke 21, with which she began A Warning to the Dragon, spoke of 
the snare that was set for humankind, so Davies followed the Bible’s lead, locating herself 
centrally in that narrative with the best anagram of her name that she could find, “A Snare O 
Devil.”53 What has been described as opaque prose exhibiting “syntactical confusion” and 
egocentric use of nominative anagrams was expected in puritan displays of learning in 
women; she was just more Biblical than most.54 Davies did not exactly transcend her 
feminine self when she adopted the voice of Daniel; she claimed instead that “[it] seemed 
good unto me, having a perfect understanding given mee in these things, and the dispensation 
of them, an office, not a trade; to roote out, to pull downe, to build and to plant, by the grace 
and bounty of Jesus our Lord God.” When Davies was in the active service of reformation, it 
was a duty that she saw as integral to her female identity. She said that it was for this reason 
that she presented her text to her readers, so that they could be joined to “the first Arke...some 
cleane and purified, others having need of purging.” She told the king that he needed to 
“tread downe the power of his [God’s] enemies.”55 She believed that the witnesses upon 
whom God poured His spirit to prophesy were both masculine and feminine incarnate 
embodiments of Christ, not without gender as such, but containing doubled gender that 
resolved and unified men and women into oneness. By self-identifying as the “elect lady” she 
effectively slipped out of the identity of the patronymic ‘lady’ (or woman of the temporal 
world and aristocracy) and into that of the lady of II John 1, the one in whom truth abided 
forever. 
IV 
As far as Eleanor Davies was concerned, the historical moment of 1625 continued with 
unabated ferocity throughout the 1630s. She responded to the spiritual threat by continuing 
with her determined repetition of the message of A Warning to the Dragon in at least four 
works in 1633 and two in 1636. She extended her identification of the antichrist to William 
Laud, whose “beauty of holiness” campaign, to which puritan opponents objected, focused on 
worship at the altar. Bathe Daughter of Babylondon cast the city of Bath as the whore of 
Babylon and London as Babylon itself, so mimicking and mocking Archbishop Laud’s career 
trajectory up through the episcopate. She labelled him as the “Beast ascended out of the 
Bottomlesse pitt” and drew on Revelation 17 to advise Charles I that hers was “the word of 
God to the King.”56 Given to the Elector claimed to be a song to Sion, denouncing Babylon 
and repeating the Biblical story of Belshazzar’s feast “in presence of his numerous 
peers...Whom Devils Legions do possess | a Monarch turn’d a Slave.” Again she referred to 
the writing on the wall because “polluting holy things” led to the numbering of the days.57 All 
the Kings of the Earth shall prayse thee took the heart out of A Warning to the Dragon, 
returning once again to Daniel’s vision during the reign of Belshazzar.58 During the 1630s 
Davies trod dangerously, posing as serious a challenge to the English authorities as William 
Prynne. Sometimes in exile, she resorted to publication in Amsterdam, appealing through her 
works, sometimes directly, to potential pan-European Calvinist allies. Given to the Elector 
was addressed to the Protestant elector of the Rhineland and All the Kings of the Earth shall 
prayse thee was addressed to Elizabeth of Bohemia, sister of Charles I, begging to “crave 
Royall patience” before issuing a prophecy that complained about Charles I. Continuous 
effort was put into silencing her voice, but she still managed to write her final tract of the 
1630s – Spirituall Anthem – while briefly between incarcerations and living in the cathedral 
close in Lichfield. There she made quite an impact, walking with female supporters into the 
cathedral to smear new, purple, wool altar hangings with tar and wheat paste.59 “Soe howse 
of God poluted smell and veiw,” she said, “Lawe. Bonds. all asunder rent...Yee that Beraye 
[defile] your rayement white, fryers [friars].”60 Her words landed her in St. Mary of 
Bethlehem lunatic asylum and gained her the epithet of Sir John Lambe that there was “never 
soe made a ladie.”61 However, Davies is best understood if not thought of as mad, but as a 
controversialist theologian who wrote in a feminine style.62 
 In 1640 the church authorities had reason to fear the reputation Eleanor Davies had 
acquired amongst ordinary people as a “cunning woman.”63 Once church discipline began to 
lose its grip, crowd action increased, the symbolic destruction of Archbishop Laud’s 
reformation became rife and Charles’ kingdoms began to move from troubled reformation 
politics to war. For example, a woman called Cicely Mytton marched straight into her local 
church and smashed the stained glass windows.64 The extent of the iconoclasm has recently 
been documented by John Walter, whose argument that it should be understood as the 
theological literacy, even piety, of ordinary people could equally be applied to an aristocratic 
woman, such as Eleanor Davies, who could feel just as marginalized by formal politics.65 In 
September 1640, Davies was released and took lodgings in Whitehall, where, she later 
claimed, she waited “to be a beholder of the Prophetical Tragedy.”66 She detected no 
historical break between reformation and unfolding civil war. The numerical feasting and 
fasting of the unfolding Israelite reformation was to be enumerated in multiples of seven – 
the seventeenth day and seventh month and seventh year to the seventh jubilee and so on 
(“Times mistery unknown that treasure”).67 The escalation of conflict did not take her by 
surprise; indeed, she associated the Scots with the Chaldeans of the Bible and she thought the 
Irish rebellion of 1641 was utterly predictable. “[F]eere Ireland,” she said, “broken in 
peeces...divided between two Religions...to wallow in the mire, of Heathenisme covetousnes 
and Idolatry.”68 She viewed the thirty years war on the continent similarly. Convinced of her 
special understanding of events, she reminded her readers over and again of her original 
prophecies of 1625. When she thought the original prophecy was vindicated, she reprinted 
old work with new marginalia and topical commentary. For example, Given to the Elector of 
1633 was reprinted once in 1643 as Amend, Amend and under its original title in 1648. 
Indeed, her reputation and authority grew dramatically during the time of revolutionary 
possibility.69 George Thomason, the energetic civil war book collector, began buying her 
printed works systematically, labelling them with the name Davies to assert and confirm the 
authorship of “The Lady Eleanor.”70 He collected eight out of the twenty four of her works 
published between 1640 and 1645.71 The first work to catch his eye was The Lady Eleanor 
Her Appeale of 1641. Reprinted twice in 1641, it gave her version of events: “God able to 
change all, and them reforme.”72 
 The Lady Eleanor Her Appeale was directly addressed to the House of Commons, in a 
sense pledging allegiance to their reforming politics from the outset. In it Davies argued that 
Babylon was falling and “like this dreame the World gone in a moment.” It was “high time to 
make some preparation,” she said, and reminded the members of parliament that God, 
himself, had divided (and numbered) the kingdom while, under Prince Michael’s (Charles 
I’s) nose, Daniel’s prophecy had been “shut up prohibited.” Her covenant theology became a 
reformation call of absolute immediacy – the Saints were the covenanted people, “His Elect, 
From Adam unto Abraham.” The composite kingdom faced chaos, but she was in no doubt 
that out of the chaos the real reformation would take place. In “Great Brittaines foure 
Crownes or Kingdomes,” England was “The Reformations Leader.”73 Many of her works 
between 1641 and 1645 took up and developed the theme of Britain’s struggle for 
reformation within what was a widely-shared theological paradigm of double predestination 
and the double covenant. Against the backdrop of royalist victories in 1643 and 1644, she 
spoke of the four crowns matching the four beasts: the lion of England (and France) stood 
with and against “a Lyon rampant,” identified as Scotland, and “the Irish Instrument...also out 
of Tune.” The king, Belshazzar was “the last of those C[h]aldeans of great Babylon.” “O 
King of great Britaine!” was her imperative cry, listen and understand Daniel’s prophecy 
(given in 1625) because there are now “devided Kingdoms rent in pieces.”74 This anxious 
tract about a divided kingdom was collected by Thomason on 23 September 1644, just after 
the bloodshed of the first Battle of Newbury. Davies spoke much of the “king at armes,” the 
short–horned beast that expressed the “Character of tirrants [tyrants]” and “that cursed 
womans spirit,” or the supernatural power of Henrietta Maria to prevent peace, with her 
“Charmes and Spells like Satans.” With the war going badly for Parliament, Davies raged 
“Woe to the House of God, and the House of Parliament both” and claimed that the 
seventeenth century was “the revealed time of the Resurrection,” the reformation being 
spelled out by “the writs of Parliament” ahead of the second coming of the Lord and the day 
of judgement.75 
 It is telling that none of Davies’ works in the 1640s concerned themselves with the 
political liberty or legal freedoms of Parliament, instead focusing on her two key political 
issues of the warmongering of Charles I and Henrietta Maria and of Parliament’s reformation 
of the temporal church. In Samsons Fall of 1642 she blamed Charles I for falling prey to a 
woman, claiming that God had given a sign that Samson had “become as another man.” The 
blindness of love had transformed Charles I from “a Saviour or Defender” to “Samson the 
prisoner” and “our British Union, fast knit and bound, soon dissolved after.” The “Irish 
flourishing plantation...in a night all undone,” she said, so blaming Charles I for the Irish 
rebellion.76 She firmly located herself outside the royalist circles to which she had once 
belonged. Samsons Legacie of 1643 matched the fears held by parliamentarian propagandists 
that Charles I was swayed by “evil counsel” including a “popish and malignant party” ruled 
by Henrietta Maria.77 In Samsons Legacie she argued that Delilah (Henrietta Maria) was 
dangerous because “She prest him [Samson] Daily, vext his Soule, his Conscience to the 
Death.” The supernatural influence of the moon on the sun “separated Himself from his 
Head-Kingdoms Parliament Assembled,” she said, in a tract that pre-empted a pamphlet by 
an anonymous propagandist of 1644 called The Great Eclipse of the Sun. Davies argued that 
the long hair of the Cavaliers was a providential sign or “plague token” (a reference back to 
1625 again) of Samson, whose fall led to him losing the spirit of the lord. She related 
Charles’ demise back to him crowning Archbishop Laud “with that high place of 
Government” which undid the reformation of that “godly Queen Elizabeth.” Cavaliers were 
the men who wore their hair long, “looking thereby more like the sons of Divells.”78 
 In this way, Eleanor Davies transformed from critic-cum-advisor of the king to 
rampant anti-monarchist by 1644, delivering a blistering attack upon the king in that year in 
Apocaplyps by saying that “great brittains revealed forewarning” was that Israel was not an 
actual kingdom, but instead belonged to Christ. The king, Belshazzar, led “his riotous lords” 
on “profane feasting days” and the beast “must be killed.”79 The language she used for 
England’s reformation changed too, becoming more belligerent. The reformation sometimes 
became “this great Revolution ushering the day of Judgement, his coming in the clouds.” The 
monarch who had had access to Jacob’s ladder stretching to heaven was James I, because 
Charles I had “reared altars to Baal.” In another tract aimed at the House of Commons “to set 
their House in Order” she spoke of the account that was weighing up against the tyrant, no 
matter how much he might have been misled by “sinister counsel.”80 Samsons Legacie 
similarly railed against monarchical tyranny: the “sonns of god [who] became Tyrants” with 
armies would face the fight put up by David (Psalm 90) before the confirmation of the 
covenant with the Saints. Angrily she denounced the Cavaliers who labelled the Saints as 
“Puritans: and now, Round-heads,” while “Papists, the Queenes Armie...prophaine[d] 
Protestants, before the day of Judgement.”81 In Samsons Fall she issued a rather seditious 
prophecy, referring to Charles I as the lion in the Book of Revelation and saying: “And there 
was no king.”82 She became more, rather than less, radical in her commentary on temporal 
monarchy as the civil war progressed and the kingdom of Christ became more real. As the 
original prophecy of nineteen and a half years ran out, and William Laud was executed – with 
perfect timing – in 1645, she came to argue that “Time [was] made knowne of HIS comming, 
with that shift...Cut off (to wit) his Head.”83 The Revelation Interpreted of 1646 spoke of the 
adored image of Caesar, but meant by this “that Monarchies period” after the disruption of 
“Brittaines unhappie faction” had given way to the reign of Christ. This, she calculated, 
would commence in 1700.84 In other words, when the original prophecy expired, she offered 
a vision of transformation through to the century’s end. 
V 
Davies’ active engagement in reformation during the civil war worked in two ways. First, she 
turned her prophetic gaze towards the work of the Westminster Assembly and, second, she 
paid close attention to the Paul’s Cross sermons. In tracts written between 1644 and 1645 she 
told the members of the Westminster Assembly that they never faced darker times and that 
schism was allowing the return of dangerous doctrines such as transubstantiation.85 
“Reverend Men of God and Judges,” she said, “there is nothing so secret, That shall not be 
discovered...The halfe of seven until which Sabaticall Number fulfilled, be bidden to rest, etc. 
viz. the 1700 yeare.”86 Charles had brought down the temporal church, but she praised a 
Paul’s Cross preacher for his “solemn Thanksgiving” for James I. Like the Paul’s Cross 
ministers she interpreted contemporary events providentially, as mercies or judgements, for 
example, speaking of “deliverance” in The Day of Judgements Modell, written after the 
king’s surrender to the Scots in May 1646. “The great and dreadful day in the month of 
May,” she said, before drawing on her belief in double predestination to argue (as she did 
consistently over several tracts) that the number of the saved would be 144,000. As with her 
chronologies, this number was absolute—in the sense of being a Biblical truth—but it was 
not fixed in human lived experience and was, therefore, unknowable because human 
calculations were false per se. In other works Davies made periodic references to Edward VI 
and Elizabeth I, thinking them instrumental in paving the way for the reign of Christ.87 The 
mercies of God, she claimed in one tract, were “mercys Englished,” they were on “Brittains 
Mapp.”88 She believed that if the confession of faith and directory of public worship that the 
Westminster Assembly arrived at came close to God’s law, the ministers would all be saved. 
She told them this directly. 
 In The Star to the Wise, which was published the year that the Westminster Assembly 
was established, she made another of her direct calls to the members of the House of 
Commons in the cause of “further reformation.” She designated Parliament, the godly 
ministers and herself as being amongst those who would rise and shine with the aid of 
“Parliaments signification.” Reformation would prevent them from sinking into the darkness 
of the damned. Citing Revelation 11, she pointed out that the “Churches Intelligence 
aforehand of that time” was their reassurance of election and that their luck, in this regard, 
dated back to “the Word of the Lord” revealed to her back in 1625.89 Davies accorded 
considerable agency to the reformers at Westminster, but, crucially, it was equal only to her 
own. She pointed out the symbolism of the assembly’s location, both because “Henry 
sevenths Chappell” was where his “sons Royall Issue so soon re-edified or reformed the 
Church,” but also because the number seven had considerable significance in her many 
calculations of Biblical time. “The Lord of Sabbath” held “the seven stars in his right hand” 
and “That Book sealed with seven seals” indicated the journey of the Saints from the “first 
Adam” to the “second Adam.”90 Here, again, covenant theology was enormously important to 
Davies’ understanding of events, because all of history and time worked this way to define 
the relationship of God and His creatures. The concept of the two Adams held the idea 
together, yet again: sin entered the world by the first Adam and the second Adam—Christ—
died to expurgate it. “Wherefore, as by one man sin entred into the world, and death by 
sin...That as in Adam all dyed, so in Christ are all made alive.” In this work, The Mystery of 
General Redemption, she grappled, as she had in 1625, with the problem of how Christ might 
die for all in a system in which only some would be saved. She came up with the same 
answer as she had two decades earlier—Christ’s descent into hell. “Saviours soul not left in 
Hell, applied, nor his body in the earth to see corruption...But every one in his order...and he 
one able to distinguish between the general and the special.” In other words, “the mystery of 
general redemption” was that, in addition to the general redemption, there was also special 
provision for the saved. The logic was the same as the disrupted chronologies of God’s 
special providence, which could remove some events out of fixed linear time, to operate in 
some luminal space where God’s power, in a sense, was at its most visible. Christ had “the 
Keys of Death and Hell,” “So with his secret Providence proceeding”, she said, “the common 
Salvation hidden.”91 
 Davies’ daughter, Lucy, once claimed that her mother was “learned above her sex,” 
and there is quite a bit of evidence to support the claim. In her elaboration of the doctrine of 
Christ’s descent into hell, Davies demonstrated a theological understanding that went beyond 
that of most seventeenth-century Calvinist lay people. Occasionally she dropped some Latin 
into her texts. A favourite was secula seculorum to express the concept of eternity. Eternity, 
itself, was conceptually rooted in a set chronology, but mysterious and “in all ages.” Time 
was like the Gordian knot; if only one could untie it, all of God’s implied power would 
become comprehensible.92 Davies delved into the meaning of Easter and the resurrection, so 
that Christ’s descent could be aligned to Christ’s ascent in the theological schema upon which 
salvation depended. This is noticeable in a whole sequence of linked works between 1645 
and 1646, when she began to prepare herself fully for the extended time of judgement, after 
the first signifier of the nineteen and a half years had passed. One of the first, The Brides 
Preparation, used Revelation 21 for a vision of “the bride the Lambes wife” who watched on 
“as the second death appointed” took place, unbelievers being consigned to “add or diminish 
from the words of this book,” or the sealed book “shewing the Lords second comming.”93 
Four works—For the blessed Feast of Easter, Je le Tien: The General Restitution, Ezekiel the 
Prophet and Ezekiel Cap. 2—concerned themselves with glorious visions of the life–death–
rebirth model of Christ that was critical to Davies’ Abrahamic Christianity and that allowed 
the liminal event of Christ’s descent into hell to take place before his ascension to heaven and 
return to earth in the white clouds. “Behold hee commeth,” she wrote, in For the blessed 
Feast of Easter: “I am Alpha and Omega...I am the first and the last King; I have the keys of 
Hell and Death.” Again, she made reference to the prophecy of the seven stars.94 The prophet 
Ezekiel appeared with frequency in her works because he represented “resurrection’s 
voice,”95 and she regularly referenced Whitsuntide or Whit Sunday, the seventh Sunday after 
Easter, because the chronological elasticity of the mystical number seven also helped with the 
tale of Christ’s resurrection and promise of grace.96 Je le Tien was, arguably, the most learned 
work in the sequence, elaborating the notion of Christ’s possession of the keys of death and 
hell to disprove the twinned ideas “that out of Hell is no redemption...As by this attainder of 
Adams house suppos’d irrevocable.”97 On the eve of the king’s downfall, then, Davies’ 
message was that the seed of Abraham would be redeemed by Christ, and she identified the 
saved with those who would triumph – or the Saints – during the pre-ordained last days of the 
English reformation. 
VI 
Eleanor Davies’ reputation has not survived well. Recent studies of religious radicalism in the 
1640s fail to take her ideas into account, looking instead to the tracts of Gerard Winstanley 
and the Diggers or the performative gestures of the apprentice-men and plebeian women who 
destroyed images, burnt altar rails, and used the “licensed disorder” of Plough Monday to 
seek popular justice for 1630s church reform.98 Yet, in the 1630s Davies had beaten the 
crowd to the desecration of sacral spaces. Contemporary propaganda about her as mad “she–
prophet” colored later biographies, and they, in turn, have informed modern interpretations of 
Davies as “eccentric prophetess” given to “impolitic pronouncements.” Basically, Davies is 
too aristocratic for accounts of popular radicalism, and she was too uninterested in female 
education and sexual equality for her work to make it into feminist historiography of the 
female “republic of letters.”99 Contextualizing Davies requires exploration of who she 
thought she was and what she thought she was doing. What one finds is that while there was 
a continuation of her systematic theology from 1625 to the late 1640s—indeed, double 
predestination and covenant theology ran like structural cement through her elaborate and 
rolling record of reformation events—her prophetic voice shifted from Daniel to Elijah the 
Tishbite as she stopped warning Prince Michael and began a more personal fight with Baal. 
She spoke providentially of the war between Gog and Magog as “Mercy and Judgements 
going together, in these last days reveal’d.”100 She used Elijah’s tales of anti-messianic forces 
fighting Jerusalem to give assurance that the New Jerusalem of the Saints would one day be 
victorious. Importantly, she formed the Christian republican and deeply radical conclusion 
that Charles I, Henrietta Maria, and William Laud would all have to go. In Great Brittains 
Visitation of 1645 she described how her original prophecy had ended with Laud’s “sable 
hearse,” before “the quaking Earth Mother” went into “a consumption” and “the Sunn” 
(Charles I) went “as black as Sack cloth of haire” and “the Moone” (Henrietta Maria) 
“overwatched with her red face looking like blood.”101 
 In 1649 Davies wrote at least two dozen pamphlets in the wake of the regicide. The 
New Jerusalem at Hand declared that there would be no “Charls the second” and that 
temporal monarchy would be overthrown by the investiture of Saul. Her Calvinist perspective 
merged reformation and the civil war into a single process, and she believed herself a witness 
to knowledge of “a Reformation set before the End” ushering in “a new Heaven and a new 
Earth.”102 Within this reformation she asserted not only female power, but her own power as 
an individual woman. In the early 1640s she had equated her own role with the Biblical 
woman whose washing of the body of the Chaldean (Scottish) king (Charles I) would lead to 
the complete recovery of the kingdom, and in The Star to the Wise she had conjured up the 
“Celestiall Woman” who would show “the time of the Churches great deliverance.”103 By 
1645 she spoke of “the woman who openeth her mouth in wisdom; and the doctrine of mercy 
is under her tongue,” and by 1647 she linked woman to the two Adams of the double 
covenant: “such a numerous generation promised Abraham...Woman, behold thy son, figur’d 
in Adam and the Serpent both.”104 By then she sometimes ended works with Amen, 
suggesting that she saw herself not just as a prophet, but as a preacher, and this is, perhaps, 
confirmed by her actions in 1650. In that year she stood in the barn on her estate at Pirton and 
told Gerrard Winstanley and the Diggers that she was “the prophetess Melchisedeck,” so 
elevating herself to the high priesthood and implying the significance of her role in the 
invisible church of the righteous. She preached to them as if she was second only to Christ.105 
Therefore, while this article has maintained from the beginning that Davies was an important 
Calvinist covenant theologian, it also seems possible to assert at the end that she was a 
highly-politicized woman who radically imagined a feminine spiritual presence–even 
transformative power–in the English reformation as it turned into the millennial world of war. 
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